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Chairman
Gulf Oil International Ltd

n Beijing we announced Gulf ’s Vision and Mission for 2020 and, in the
few short months that have passed since then, Gulf Oil International has
been working incredibly hard to put the building blocks in place to allow the
brand and its businesses to make the leap forward for which we are aiming.
The Board of Gulf Oil International Ltd is very proud of the
performances of many Gulf businesses and of the Gulf brand as a whole.
The Directors know the sector and also what the Group needs to do to
achieve our aims.
The shareholders appreciate the requirement for constant investment
into the business. Often the results are not visible or obvious, nonetheless
they are vitally important to the growth and development of the brand.
This year, however, the shareholders have invested in some of the most
visible programs that Gulf has ever embarked on – as exemplified by the
Group’s new links with BMW’s manufacturer-backed motorbike team and,
of course, with the world’s number one sporting brand, Manchester United.
As Chairman, I am privileged, therefore, to be able to support our
drive forward by offering one of the most powerful communication and
marketing platforms in the world. The announcement of our partnership
with Manchester United has already given the brand global exposure on
a level that could scarcely have been imagined and the programme with
Milwaukee BMW also promises us great opportunities in the coming years
to expand our business by activating it successfully.
The initiatives that have been announced recently are extremely
important and exciting, yet form but a part of a much wider and more far
reaching plan for Gulf.
We are a global brand on the move and to ensure we have the capacity
to continue our rapid forward journey, we need to have the right personnel,
the right facilities and the right marketing program in place.
Last year, with the launch of Gulf Oil Supply Company Ltd (GOSCO),
the Group took control of Gulf ’s production capacity in Europe and other
areas and, through herculean efforts, brought it on stream in an incredibly
short time. Since then GOSCO has been built up and strengthened, to
ensure it meets not only current needs – and those of its customers – but
also planned future requirements.
The Gulf Group also has a continual and growing need for blending
facilities to fulfill the product requirements of a developing brand. To that
end we are building a second Indian plant, in Chennai and have plans to
open further new facilities in the coming years.
Partnerships form another vital aspect of our vision for 2020. It is our
desire both to strengthen our links with existing partnerships and also to
create new ones, such as those mentioned within these pages.
This is a very exiting period for Gulf and one where I believe the brand
will thrive like never before.

e-mail: sm@gulfoilltd.com
All material, unless otherwise stated, is the copyright of Gulf
Oil International and reproduction in whole or in part of any
text, photograph or illustration without written permission of the
publishers is prohibited. While all due care is taken to ensure that
the contents of Orange Disc are accurate the publishers cannot
accept liability for omissions or errors.
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TOWARDS

2020

A

t Gulf ’s global convention in Beijing last autumn,
we hinted that 2016 would see a raft of new global
initiatives coming to the fore to help build a platform for
long, sustained rapid growth of the Gulf brand.
We had already reached relatively advanced stages of
negotiation on several fronts, but we left Beijing with
more questions raised perhaps, than answers, for
those participating.
After several months of intense activity, though, the
landscape is now rather different.
I am truly proud that, with our partnership with
Manchester United we have secured an industry first in
our long-term role as lubricant and fuel partner to this
legendary soccer club. They are arguably the world’s number
one sporting brand and both their reach and their pull are
incredible. However, the scale of the global reaction to the
partnership took even us by surprise.
Monitoring shows that coverage from the launch reached
half a billion people and the media value of this coverage
exceeds $210 million – and continues to increase.
Football, it seems, is truly a universal language and the
package that comes with the partnership is incredible.
Personally, I can’t wait to see our Gulf United co-branded oil
appearing in outlets around the world – what an
amazing opportunity!
Previously, in January, we announced our new partnership
with BMW’s manufacturer-backed squad – Team Milwaukee
BMW – for the popular World Superbike Championship.
This technical partnership will run until at least the end
of the 2018 season and gives Gulf an amazingly exciting
04
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opportunity, not only to demonstrate the quality of our
products in the motorcycle sector, but also – with a 14-round
championship that spans the world – Gulf businesses have a
host of opportunities to activate the programme to develop
current and future sales.
Last year, at Le Mans, I witnessed first-hand the incredible
impact that Gulf has had in the field of sportscar racing –
and its showcase event, the Le Mans 24 Hours – and what
our Endurance history means to legions of Gulf followers
everywhere. I was delighted, therefore to announce, in
February, Gulf ’s continued presence at the pinnacle of
sportscar racing – the World Endurance Championship with the Gulf Racing team and their Porsche 991 in the
GTE Am category.
I was also impressed last year to see several Gulf
businesses using our now long-time association with drag
racing champion, Ian King and the world’s most powerful
motorcycle to extremely good effect. I am delighted,
therefore, that we are continuing our association. Ian is a
passionate enthusiast – and ambassador – for the brand and I
am hoping that he will not only secure a tenth European title,
but will also succeed in his ambitious attempt to secure World
Land Speed Record glory for Gulf.
In the past year we have also made some key appointments
to Gulf ’s global team to fill new senior roles that we perceive
as being critical to Gulf ’s development: Tobias Tasche as
Vice President of Operations and Production; Dr Milind
Vaidya who heads up our Core Value Proposition Team and,
most recently, Vicki Kipling who joins us in another newly
created role as Vice President of Branding and Marketing.
They form part of a Gulf Oil International team that will
grow and will be spread around the world, allowing us a
more instant geographical reach to service the expanding
Gulf business network, but also giving us a truly global feel –
the importance of which cannot be overestimated.
We live by our core values – Quality, Endurance and
Passion. I firmly believe what we are building with the
programme that you will read about in this Orange Disc
special edition, exemplifies all three, at levels never
previously encountered.
It is now up to us all to seize the myriad opportunities that
are presented here and to activate them to help grow our
businesses and make them better, stronger and ultimately
more profitable than they have ever been.
We have the tools – let’s make sure we use them to
best advantage.

Frank Rutten

Vice President
Gulf Oil International UK Ltd
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EXPANDING THE BRAND

Ashley Young, Wayne Rooney,
Luke Shaw and Antonio Valencia
join Jamie Reigle and Frank
Rutten at the launch

G

EXPANDING
THE BRAND
Gulf Oil International and Manchester United
have entered into a partnership not just to
expand their reach but to connect with their fans
and customers around the world. Bruce Jones
was at the Aon Training Complex to witness this
historic connection.
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ulf Oil International marked a truly
ground-breaking change of direction in its
promotional activities on 14 March when it was
announced as Manchester United’s first official
global lubricant and fuel retail partner.
With Gulf ’s comprehensive product range of
advanced fuels and lubricants and its long-standing
motorsport involvement, it was extremely fitting
that the unveiling of this partnership took place
at Manchester United’s version of a research
and development centre, its world-leading Aon
Training Complex on the outskirts of Manchester.
“This can only be described as a groundbreaking deal,” commented Frank Rutten, Vice
President Gulf Oil International. “If you look
at our two enormous institutes, it’s remarkable.
Manchester United is undoubtedly the biggest
name in international soccer and it’s unbelievable
what power that has. With 115 years behind it,
Gulf has a lot of history too. We are probably
more associated with motorsport and I’ve just been
talking with Manchester United’s Commercial
Director Jamie Reigle about how it took us a
while to get over that. OK, motorsport will stay
as motorsport, but this is such a fantastic platform
with Manchester United that the opportunity
couldn’t be missed.”
What was clear to the assembled media was that
this is a relationship that should be of enormous
benefits to both sides, as Reigle indicated when he
responded. “We’re very fortunate that Manchester
United has been around and has had a lot of
success over that period,” smiled the Canadian.
“People have an emotional connection to the
club and, from what we’ve discovered in our
conversations, that’s very much true with Gulf as
well. Both Gulf and Manchester United come from
frankly quite humble beginnings, with Gulf starting
out in Texas over 100 years ago and us as a small
football club from the north of England. Since
then, of course, both of us have built ourselves
into huge global businesses. There are actually
a lot of similarities between us and we’re really
excited about our partnership because motorsport

is held up as being cutting-edge on the marketing
side and, working together, we will be able use that
expertise and to take that forward.”
The partnership will run through until the end
of the 2018-2019 football season and will include
the Gulf logo being placed on Manchester United’s
digital perimeter boards during Premier League,
FA Cup and League Cup matches at the team’s
home ground, Old Trafford. As a more dynamic
part of the agreement, though, Manchester United
and Gulf will join forces when the club travels to
South-East Asia for its 2016 pre-season tour.
With its legions of fans in every corner of the
planet, many of whom will only ever get to watch
the side they support on television broadcasts rather than being able to attend a match or make
the pilgrimage to Old Trafford - Manchester
United is more than simply a football club, albeit
an extraordinarily successful one at that. It has
transcended mere sport and become a global
brand. Consequently, as you can imagine, they
receive constant knocks on their door from
potential partners. Not everyone gets the nod,
though, as Reigle explained: “We’re very precise

about who we chose to do business with, who we
take on as our partners. All our partners have
common attributes: they’re leaders in their fields,
with very strong products and services. They’re
global either in actual fact or in ambition. Like us,
they focus on their customers and they come to
Manchester United as they want to connect with
our fans around the world. Gulf came to us with
a very clear vision and, like us, it’s an iconic brand
around the world that resonates with its consumers.
“Gulf has some core attributes that stand the test
of time: quality, endurance and passion. They also
have this wonderful tradition in motorsport where
their product is deeply embedded in the minds of
their fans and customers.
“Gulf has a tradition of bringing fans closer to
the sport, too, as we like to do with ours. So we
very much look forward to working together to
strengthen our businesses and to bring our fans
around the world closer to the club.”
“When you watch Manchester United, you
can see that the club embodies quality, endurance
and passion,” said Gulf Oil International’s VicePresident admiringly. “These days, you simply
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can’t perform at the very top level without those
attributes. That’s why we’re looking forward to
our partnership with Manchester United. The
deal is for three years for now, but we hope that it
will be for many, many years after that”.
These same principles are abundantly clear at
Manchester United, even at its training complex
the morning after a Sunday evening match, when
it presents itself as a shining, immaculate hub of
ordered and tailor-made training in the pursuit
of excellence.
Frank Rutten continues,“You can think of
these three key mantras – quality, endurance
and passion – and you can talk about them, but
you have to bring them to your customers. We
wanted to be involved with the English Premier
League, as it’s associated across the world for
great play and fair play.“
A football club and an oil company may not

appear to have much in common, but their
ambitions are the same. “Gulf Oil International
is growing at roughly three times the speed of
anyone else in our sector,” Rutten outlined,
“and we have seen in our specially selected
partnerships how we can continue in this way.
Gulf has been involved with Indian cricket
captain MS Dhoni and seen how his support for
Gulf has led, single-handedly, to a change in the
oil-changing habits of truck drivers across India,
the country with the second largest population
in the world. For us, India is the most important
market and it would be fantastic to help football
grow there too. Also, hopefully our partnership
with Manchester United will have a similar effect
in countries like China and Indonesia.”
Cricket is of course the most watched sport
in India, ahead of the national sport of hockey,
but football is fast gaining popularity and

VOICES OF EXPERIENCE
Manchester United has always had an extremely healthy link to its
illustrious past, aware that it’s not just a way of keeping its legendary
players in the loop, but also in harnessing their experience to help give
perspective and advice to the club’s rising stars.
Legendary Manchester United players Denis Law, Gary Pallister and
Bryan Robson (L - R above) were all present at the announcement
of the partnership with Gulf Oil International, and Law brought a
connection that dates back more than half a century.
Things have clearly moved on considerably since the Scot joined
Manchester United in 1962 after returning to England from a year
playing for Torino. Law fitted in instantly and went on to be dubbed by
the fans as ‘The King of the Stretford End’ thanks to scoring 171 goals
between then and 1973. When looking down from the viewing balcony
on today’s young aces playing on the Aon Training Complex’s two
indoor pitches, he laughs, saying “to get fit in my day, we used to just
run up and down the terraces at the Stretford End… Also, we would
always train with a ball at our feet at Torino, but back in England in the
1960s you only got to see the ball on match day…”
The greatest sports stars of the past are often the ones who most
appreciate the advances made since they retired, and Law is definitely
one of these: “Sir Alex Ferguson told me a few years ago that he
wanted to make this facility at Carrington the best in the world. The
club has certainly done that. It’s amazing. In fact, the two best things
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that have changed since my playing days are the amount of money
that players get paid and the pitches.”
The global spread of football, and thus Manchester United, is
something of which Law very much approves. “I saw the club’s appeal
in the Far East a few years ago and couldn’t believe their draw there.
Recently, I saw this again in Chile, where they appeared to know more
about Manchester United than I did. Television is a powerful medium.“
Law, no giant of lofty proportions, is also adamant that “one of the
attractions of football is that it can be played by people of all shapes
and sizes. This is great, as Asia is definitely coming up fast on the rails.
This expansion isn’t only powered by English Premier League matches
that they can watch in Asia, but also by their own domestic leagues,
so football is sure to keep growing, developing and getting better.”
Both former England captain Robson and Pallister, a stalwart of four
league titles with Manchester United, offered hope that the number of
Indian players at the top level would grow in the coming years. Robson
noted that many played when still at school, but drifted away to focus
on hockey or cricket. “It’s our job to get them to stick with football. It’s
only a matter of time, though, before they achieve a real breakthrough
in football. The fact that football is becoming so much bigger so
quickly in India can only help.”
So, as Pallister agrees, Manchester United’s partnership with Gulf
really does have a huge role to play on the club’s summer tours.

Gulf Oil International’s Vice
President explains why Gulf
and Manchester United will
work so well together

Reigle is very aware of its vast potential in the
subcontinent. “We’ve been tracking our fan data
in every country and it’s absolutely exploding in
India. It was up to 35 million fans by 2014 and it
has since moved on from there,” he enthused.
“The support in the Far East is huge. We were
on tour in Shanghai three years ago and, the
60,000-seat stadium was sold-out. It was really
well received. We can’t announce yet where this
year’s summer tour will be going, but we are both
looking at this as a long-term partnership and are
looking at this summer’s activities together as a
good catalyst for that. The level of interest in the
club from Asia through all our digital channels is
really spectacular. Of course, unlike Manchester
United’s fans here in England, the fans in Asia
don’t get to see us all the time, so we always find
them waiting outside the hotel when we go on
tour, waving away, just to see the players get onto
the bus. It’s something spectacular.”
While the summer tours to the leading
countries around Asia will trigger a surge in
popularity, they have to be shared between the
nations, and so it could be years before die-hard
Manchester United fans have their heroes roll
into town. Yet, that won’t mean that this will
be their only involvement thanks to this Gulf
and Manchester United tie-up. “Of course,
the players can’t be everywhere all the time,
as they have to play,” said Rutten. “If you see
the Manchester United team mechanism it’s
phenomenal. I was at a fun event in Indonesia
where there was just a simple televised broadcast
of a match on a giant screen and yet it was a
fantastic opportunity, outrageously nice, and, just
like people watching world endurance racing,
there’s so much passion on display. So, this new
partnership with Manchester United isn’t just
about the big number one events, but the number
two and number three events too. We very much
look forward to just taking a few customers to

a pub around the corner to watch the match
together, eat some popcorn, have a beer and talk
about the game. I think that our future together
is very exciting, when we are very proud that
we at Gulf can do this in our petrol stations and
our global businesses and lubricants businesses
around the world. We at Gulf, are delighted to
have made this partnership, especially with the
best club in the world.”
This key tie-up with Manchester United is
a major change of direction for Gulf, but it
certainly doesn’t mean that Gulf is turning its
back on motorsport. “Oh no, not at all,” Rutten
laughed. “It remains very important that we are
still involved in motorsport. You will have seen
that we made our debut as a sponsor in Formula
E when it raced in Mexico City in March and
of course there’s our involvement in the FIA
World Endurance Championship with Gulf
Racing’s Porsche, including the Le Mans 24
Hours in June, plus our involvement with the
manufacturer-backed Milwaukee BMW Team
in the World Superbike Championship and Ian
King as he goes for a tenth Top Fuel drag title
with the world’s most powerful motorbike. On a
personal note, I’m very much looking forward to
seeing the World Superbike round in my home
country, Holland, in April. Of course, motorsport
will always stay very important for Gulf, but we
had to get a platform that was so much bigger, so
much more powerful and touches the hearts of
our customers more, and that’s why we did the
deal with Manchester United.”
Reigle then highlighted the advantages seen
from Manchester United’s side, saying: “We think
that this partnership compliments what Gulf is
already doing in motorsport. That is of course
linked intrinsically to their product, and football
isn’t naturally linked to oils, but the reach is huge
and features something that’s really special and so
we hope that working together through the events
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that we have planned Gulf can help us to get closer
to our fans around the world and that’s what this is
all about.”
It won’t be just the fans and Gulf and
Manchester United’s commercial divisions that
benefit from a summer tour to Asia, though, as
the players know well how much it benefits them
too. They acknowledge that tours have a two-part
role to play, offering huge benefits in terms of
bringing on the
club’s younger
players as
well as taking
the team to
the fans.
“Going on
tour is a huge
part of the
development
of our young
players,”
reported the
man responsible for the next generation of first
team players, Nicky Butt, Manchester United
Head of Academy (Above right). “Not only is
playing in the matches important, but going on
tour forces young players to talk to older players
that they might have passed before on the training
pitch or in the canteen but have been too scared
to talk to.
“Tours are a chance for players to become best
mates with somebody they didn’t know before. It’s
massive. There’s downtime too, and tours also offer
the chance for players to learn how to deal with the
media, with the younger ones seeing how the older
ones do it.”
Even though club captain Wayne Rooney
arrived at the top of the game like a rocket as a
16-year-old, before joining Manchester United at

18, he knew that he had to find his place in the
pack alongside his regular team-mates, many of
whom were a decade or more older than him.
“On my first tour with Manchester United,” he
remembered, “I certainly felt a bit overawed at
first, as there were players like Ryan Giggs and
Roy Keane, who were huge characters. It did feel
intimidating to start with, but you learned from
them, and tried to impress both them and the
management as well.
“Tours are really important as you tend to get a
few players who have never been around the squad
before and they get to travel out with the team,
see what the more senior players are doing and to
interact with them. It makes the new faces feel a lot
more comfortable come the start of the season, feel

more a part of the club.”
Looking ahead to this summer, Wayne (Pictured
right) is keen to head away on tour. “We’ve been
out to Asia a few times, to China and Japan, and
it’s a region where Manchester United has so much
support, which is great for the sport. Whichever
country we go to this summer, we can certainly
look forward to a great reception from the fans
who get to see us play and it will also be a great
experience for us too and I’m sure that we’ll
all enjoy it.”
This is just the start of a relationship between
Gulf Oil International and Manchester United
and their voyage together over the next three years
could have a major impact for millions of football
fans all over the world.

THE PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE
Training players to achieve their potential so that they can best hit
the heights is a mammoth and multi-faceted task. For Manchester
United, a club with an incredible history of bringing its players up
through the ranks, this is a task that it always has had as a key part of
its endeavours. Indeed, legendary manger Sir Matt Busby said once
“If you want the finest fruit, then grow your own”, and the ranks of
coaches, physical trainers, physios, sports psychologists and data
analysts employed at the Aon Training Complex are testament to that.
“Our players are the centre of our plan to create winning moments,”
says Manchester United’s Head of Performance Tony Strudwick.
“We’re looking for those small degrees of difference that can have a
huge effect on the outcome of a match, whether it’s bursting into the
box to score or pulling off a last-ditch tackle.”
Sports science is no longer just a case of checking how far and how
fast players can run and what their heart rate might be at the end of it.
These days, there’s a mind-boggling degree of analysis. “We look at
10,000 data points every week for each player,” explains Strudwick.
The reason that this is a serious matter is that the game is getting
faster all the time and players now have to offer 25% more high-impact
running (sprinting) during a match than they did just 10 years ago.
By use of this data, Strudwick and his crew are able to see more
clearly how to achieve this improvement and, perhaps, how to boost
it further in the years ahead. “The big question is what we will turn to
next to boost the players’ performance further,” Strudwick continues.
“We’re looking now to see where the game will be in five, 10 even 20
years time. One mantra we like the players to adopt is that ‘excellence
is a choice’, something we’ve always tried to pursue at Manchester

United.” This approach should apply to every facet of a player’s training
and it’s encapsulated in this quote from former Manchester United
great Gary Neville: “Manchester United are never at the top of the
mountain. There is no mountain, no end
in sight. It’s just a continuous relentless
charge, year after year. There’s never
a feeling that we’ve done it.” To keep
winning, you can never afford to sit back
and rest on your laurels, and of course this
applies equally to Gulf Oil in its quest to
continue expanding its share of the fuels
and lubricants sector.
This intense analysis isn’t just abut
making players run faster and pick their
lines more intelligently, or even analyse
what their rivals are likely to do next, but
also about helping them to stay at the top.
“We’re aiming to learn how to keep Wayne
[Rooney] playing as long as Ryan Giggs
did, to the age of 38. We are analysing
what allowed him to keep going at the top
level of the sport for so long.”
While the players were training out on
immaculate pitches in the spring sunshine, or on either of the two
indoor pitches, the analysts were checking their data and working out
how to help them produce more winning moments, a concept that is
certainly appreciated by all top businesses in an ever changing world.
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MANCHESTER UNITED’S GLORIOUS HISTORY
When football clubs were springing up around
Britain in the late nineteenth century, those
involved could never in a million years have
imagined how far some of their clubs would
come. It was just a way back then of formalising
a fun leisure activity. Now, the top clubs are
multi-billion pound businesses that are followed
with passion by football fans not just in their
neighbourhood, but by fans all around the planet,
and none are more famous than Manchester
United, revered from Manchester to Mumbai and
New York to Singapore.
A look at the record books reveals that
Manchester United didn’t come into existence
until 1902, which is correct, but its lineage
goes back 24 years further than that, to 1878,
when the Newton Heath LYR Football Club was
formed in the Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway
depot at Newton Heath north-east of the centre
of Manchester. Formed for the railway workers,
and playing in a white strip with dark blue shorts,
it at least set the wheels turning on the start of
the journey to the globally famous Manchester
United of the 21st century.
The strip changed frequently, via yellow and
green halved shirts from 1880 to red and white
halved shirts from 1887. Then the team wore
yellow and green stripes from 1883 before
changing to green with yellow cuffs from 1894,
then reverting to the original strip until 1902.
Unfortunately, the club then fell into bankruptcy.
On being reformed, as Manchester United, in
1902, red became the shirt colour, with white
shorts and black socks, and so it has largely
remained ever since, save for 1922-27 when the
team played in white with a red vee and 1934
when the white and dark red hooped shirt of the
away strip was worn at home for a season.
Having moved from its original base at
Newton Heath to Bank Street in 1893, the club
transferred to its current base, Old Trafford, in
1910, with the near immediate reward of ending
the 1910/11 season as the Football League’s
First Division champions for the second time in
four years. By this time, Manchester United were
FA Cup winners too, having beaten Bristol City
to the trophy in 1909. After the First World War,
Manchester United yo-yoed between First and
Second Divisions.
Bombing destroyed the main grandstand
during the Second World War, but the club
bounced back, making what turned out to be an
inspired appointment in 1945 when it chose Matt
Busby to be manager. His control was notable,
and, after finishing as First Division runner-up
three times between 1947 and 1949, as well as
winning the FA Cup in 1948, Manchester United
won its third First Division title in 1952. What
was notable was that Busby promoted young
players, with his 1956 First Division title-winning
side having an average age of just 22, the players
being given the nickname ‘the Busby Babes’.
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Success at home was one thing, but
continental glory was Busby’s great desire.
Having lost in the semi-finals of the European
Cup in 1957, Manchester United played Red Star
Belgrade in 1958, but the team’s plane crashed
when taking off after refuelling in Munich on the
journey home, killing eight players and three club
officials. Duncan Edwards, the First Division’s star
player, was among the dead and Manchester
United had to build itself up all over again.
Among the players who helped to reshape
Manchester United were some who became
the club’s greats, from the attacking genius of
Bobby Charlton and Denis Law to the defensive
might of Pat Crerand. Later joined by maverick
genius winger George Best, the rewards soon
started to flow, with the FA Cup in 1963 and
two more First Division titles in 1965 and 1967.
However, the result that brought the greatest
pride to Manchester United came in 1968
when it became the first English club to win the
European Cup, doing so with a 4-1 victory over
Portuguese club Benfica in the final.
The 1970s weren’t the greatest decade for
the club, with relegation to the Second Division
following the retirement of Best, Law and
Charlton (commemorated in the statue on the
left). Looking back from Manchester United’s
position now, it’s hard to comprehend how the
club struggled. Then Alex Ferguson (bottom left)
arrived in 1988 and the start of his reign was
the start of Manchester United’s elevation to an
almost untouchable level. Having won the FA
Cup in 1990, the club was invited to play in the
European Cup Winners’ Cup in 1991, and won
that too. Then in 1993 Manchester United won
the league title for the first time since 1967. This
was no longer the First Division, though, but
the Premier League, and it was to be the first of
many, with a dozen more titles coming between
then and the end of the 2012/13 season.
By winning the FA Cup as well as the
Premiership title in 1993, Manchester United
scored its first double. With Bryan Robson
inspirational as captain supported by the solid
presence of Gary Pallister, then young guns
David Beckham, Gary Neville and Roy Keane
taking over to star in the side, anything seemed
possible, and four more titles were added by
1999. The double wasn’t enough in 1999,
though, and Manchester United made it a
treble, adding its 10th FA Cup and the European
Champions’ League title as well.
The 21st century has been a time of glory, as
title after title has been won plus another FA Cup
and two League Cups, with Ryan Giggs (top left)
is seemingly indestructible as he motored past
750 games for the club, Wayne Rooney scoring
outrageous goals and Rio Ferdinand controlling
the defence. Knighted for the exceptional
successes he achieved with Manchester United,
Ferguson retired at the end of 2013.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR
GULF 2016 PARTNERSHIPS

GULF - MANCHESTER UNITED KEY DATES 2016-17
2015-16 ENGLISH PREMIER LEAGUE FOOTBALL SEASON
Finishes May 15th 2016
FA CUP SEMI FINAL - April 23/24th 2016
FA CUP FINAL - May 21st 2016

2016-17 ENGLISH PREMIER LEAGUE FOOTBALL SEASON
Commences – August 13th 2016
Finishes – May 21st 2017

2016 GULF MOTORSPORT CALENDAR
Competition Country

Circuit

Dates

WSBK

Netherlands

Assen

April 15 - 17

WEC

United Kingdom

Silverstone

April 15 – 17

WSBK

Italy

Imola

April 29 – 01

WEC

Belgium

Spa

May 5- 7

WSBK

Malaysia

Sepang

May 13-15

WSBK

United Kingdom

Donington

May 27 – 29

FIM DRAG

United Kingdom

Santa Pod

May 27- 30

WEC

Le Mans TEST

Le Mans TEST

June 04 – 05

WSBK

Italy

Misano

June 17 – 19

WEC

Le Mans

Le Mans 24 HRS

June 15 – 19

WSBK

USA

Laguna Seca

July 08 – 10

WSBK

Italy

Monza*

July 22 – 24

WEC

Germany

Nurburgring

July 22 – 24

FIM DRAG

Germany

Hockenheim

August 19 - 21

WEC

Mexico

Mexico City

September 01 – 04

FIM DRAG

United Kingdom

Santa Pod

September 08 – 11

WEC

USA

Austin

September 15 – 17

WSBK

Germany

Lausitzring

September 16 – 18

WSBK

France

Magny Cours*

September 30 – 02

WEC

Japan

Fuji

October 14 – 16

WSBK

Spain

Jerez*

October 14 – 16

WSBK

Qatar

Losail

October 28 – 30

WEC

China

Shanghai

November 04 – 06

WEC

Bahrain

Bahrain

November 17 – 19
* Subject to confirmation

ASSETS COMMON TO ALL GULF PROGRAMMES
• Branding • Advertising Rights • Digital Marketing Exposure
• Event Tickets • VIP Hospitality • Photography and Video imagery
• Co-Branded Merchandise • Event Updates
• Media access and dedicated media events
For more detailed information or to activate any of these areas contact:
Daniela Russell for general activity: dr@gulfoilltd.com
Simon Maurice for media activity: sm@gulfoilltd.com
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WSB LAUNCH

ANATOMY OF
THE NEWEST
WORLD SUPERBIKE
TEAM LAUNCH

A

ustralia’s Phillip Island is situated some
two hours south of the city of Melbourne.
90 years ago its public roads were home to the
Australian Grand Prix and today it is the home
of a koala sanctuary, penguins who parade onto
the shore every dusk and also one of the most
picturesque race circuits in the world.
Phillip Island circuit is host to the opening round
of the World Superbike Championship (SBK) and
it is here that Gulf ’s new motorcycle motorsport
partners, the Milwaukee BMW Motorrad
Motorsport team, have chosen to launch BMW’s
latest manufacturer backed squad, in its full livery,
to the press and public.
Two days before the opening official practice
session of the 2016 season, a small crowd has
gathered on the main straight as ace bike racing
photographer David Goldman goes thorough the
menu of shots required by the team to satisfy the
needs of media, sponsors and team promotional
images for the launch and the early part of
the season.
Most of his time he is flat on the tarmac, with
a long telephoto lens pointing down the track
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towards the ocean to get the classic Phillip Island
backdrop where it appears that the bikes are about
to topple into the waves beyond. It is a somewhat
surreal scene as bikes, riders, team personnel,
BMW technical staff and even Gulf attendees are
ushered in front of the lens, so that every possible
useful combination of images is catered for.
Interestingly, there is hardly anyone there to
witness proceedings other than contractors setting
up displays and hospitality marquees for the
weekend to come.
After that, the scene shifts back to the pit
garages. The element of surprise has been
maintained and the bikes are back under wraps
as Goldman finishes off by taking “mug shot”
portraits of each and every member of the
ensemble for potential media usage.
Come Thursday, there is more of a buzz about
the place. The bikes have been moved to the
Paddock Show marquee, and there, still under their
red covers, and set against a prominent Milwaukee
BMW Gulf backdrop, they await the media.
About 10 minutes before the launch, the
Paddock Show marquee is empty. 10 minutes later,

it is almost at capacity, with photographers jostling
for position in front of the bikes. Paddock Show
compere Michael Hill introduces SBK’s newest
team, with team boss Shaun Muir and its riders,
current British Superbike Champion and local
hero Josh Brookes and former Moto GP winner
Karel Abraham. The riders move forward to pull
the covers off the bikes and a spontaneous round of
applause erupts.
More jostling for position and calls for particular
photo poses from the photographers and then the
interviews begin.
It has all gone well and moments later the first
shots of the team and stories are being posted on
websites and social media pages.
Press day is pretty busy. A group of riders then
adjourns to the beach for a media event that has
them teaming up with local school children in
a sand castle building competition. SBK riders
are an immensely competitive bunch and team
rider Brookes has been planning and practicing
his sandcastle building way in advance of the
competition. His masterstroke of a red volcano
that erupts from the middle of the completed

The cameras were focused
on Milwaukee BMW
Motorrad Motorsport when
it made its World Superbike
debut at Phillip Island

sandcastle wins the competition hands down and
a second place in a paddleboard race is enough to
win the day for Team Milwaukee and Gulf. The
press love it and everyone hopes that this is a good
omen for the weekend…
Finally everyone returns from the beach and the
SBK organisers want all of the riders and teams
to assemble for the “Class of 2016” photo. It is
impressively thought out, with temporary lines
marked out on the track to show everyone where
to go. It takes an age to get everyone together and
the riders are getting twitchier by the minute obviously champing at the bit to get it over with.
“Stand up”, “sit down”, “now let’s do that again” –
more evident twitchiness but finally it’s over and the
results are pretty impressive.
Phillip Island is a great place not just to launch a
team, but also the season as a whole.

AND SO TO THE RACING ITSELF.
The racing squad behind the Milwaukee BMW
team – Shaun Muir Racing – has an extremely
strong track record in the world’s toughest
national superbike series: the British Superbike

Championship. They have won it twice in the past
five years (including 2015), but stepping up to the
World Championship – with a new manufacturer
(previously it was Yamaha) and a new bike – is a
hugely ambitious and challenging move.
The team were hoping for a top ten finish in the
early rounds – and in Australia they found it hard in
qualifying, but Brookes moved up into the top ten
in each of the Philip Island races with Czech racer
Abraham close behind.
At the second round, in Thailand, the team
made the final Superpole session, with Abraham
qualifying 11th (and actually posting the second
fastest time in one free practice session) and Brookes
close behind in 13th. In the race, though, fading
brakes cost the team the chance of a further top ten
finish, but the outright pace of the bikes looks very
promising for the season ahead.
Team boss Muir wants to challenge for top five
places by the end of the season and, based on the
quality of their previous results, their understanding
that success at this level is a test of endurance and,
with the team’s passion to achieve it, there is every
reason to believe this is possible.
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BMW MOTORRAD

Main Image: BMW Technicians, in blue, make
final checks and adjustments on the grid.
Left from top: The race bikes in action. BMW
Motorrad’s Motorsport Manager, Berthold
Hauser (L) is a key figure in the partnership.
S1000RR - from road to race.
Below: The first of Gulf’s new Superbike range.

FORGING A
RELATIONSHIP
Stepping up to the World Superbike Championship
has required not just a change in environment for
Shaun Muir Racing, but also the establishment of
a working relationship with BMW.

I

n 2015, Shaun Muir Racing claimed the British Superbike title, with Josh
Brookes winning rounds at circuits including Brands Hatch, Thruxton
and Silverstone on one of the team’s Yamahas. This year, it has stepped
up to the World Superbike Championship and joined forces with BMW to
form Milwaukee BMW Motorrad Motorsport and now packs its bikes off
for Brookes and Karel Abraham to race on circuits as far away as Australia,
Thailand and the United States. Yet, it’s not only the new set of logistics that
needs understanding but the relationship with a manufacturer that is deeply
involved with its programme.
“Our relationship with BMW is improving all of the time. Initially, it took
some getting used to,” explains team manager Mick Shanley, “as it was very
different to what we’ve been accustomed to in the past, when we used to
contest the British Superbike Championship. Until this year, we’ve done all of
our own development, especially in the bikes’ electronics.
“When we went testing for this season, it took a while to understand how we
and BMW would fit together and work as a partnership, as BMW had always
taken care of the development of the electronics themselves. Yet, we’ve both
adjusted and already have an excellent working partnership, even at this early
stage in the season.”
BMW visited Shaun Muir Racing’s base in North Yorkshire during the
close season, but almost all of their contact is at the tracks now that the World
16

Superbike Championship is on the road.
“We set up at the tracks on the Wednesday,” says Shanley, “and BMW often
arrives that evening, ready for our joint technical meeting on the Thursday
morning. At that, we go through the points that we sent them in our technical
report following the previous round, then schedule what new parts we are
going to test, and when.
“The way that it works is that BMW takes care of the electronic systems,
doing the deep-level programming as well as the downloading and analysis of
all of the data. This frees us up to concentrate on other elements, like the bike
itself, looking at how we can get the best out of the chassis and the rider.”
BMW supplies both Milwaukee BMW Motorrad Motorsport and the
other manufacturer-backed team – Althea BMW Racing Team – with two
electronics engineers apiece. In the Milwaukee BMW team’s case, it has Peter
Lauch and experienced Dutch engineer Marc Bongers, who worked in F1 with
BMW a decade ago. Fortunately, both speak English perfectly.
With BMW having its arm around the shoulder of two rival teams, is there
any concern that some of the Milwaukee BMW team’s discoveries might filter
across to Althea BMW?
“We develop our own intellectual property,” Shanley explains, “but if we
achieve a major development, BMW insists that this has to be made available
to the other team too so that they have to have the facility to use it. We
broached the idea of sharing with the other team, but they declined, which
was fine by us. Yet, the four BMW electronic engineers stay in the same hotel,
so there’s bound to be a bit of sharing of information.”
BMW’s engineers can visit Shaun Muir Racing during the season, but the
fact that the bikes were freighted to the opening round at Phillip Island in
Australia in February and won’t be back at base until the end of May after
they’ve contested the sixth round of the series at Sepang in Malaysia means

that there is little point in making the journey from BMW HQ in Munich. “No,
they’ve seen our place, but working with all of us via Skype and conference
calls is fine by us,” says Shanley.
Having the bikes away from base for so long is a culture shock though, as
competing in the British Superbike Championship last year meant that the
team was used to the bikes being back at base for the Monday morning.
“At the very beginning, we and BMW were approaching things from polar
opposites,” says Shanley. “We threw a lot at BMW and I think that that was a
bit of a shock for them, as we were trying to do so much in a short time frame.
Now, though, they can see the benefits of what we were wanting to do. A lot of
the pressure was down to the time constraints that we were under. They wanted
a safe, methodical approach, whereas we wanted to be able to make major
jumps. Now that the dust has settled and the season is underway, BMW can see
precisely why we wanted to do the things that we were requesting and we have
an excellent relationship.”
With racers being racers in all that they do, putting the bikes out onto the
track for the first couple of rounds of the championship isn’t an end in itself.
Seen through the eyes of both parties, it’s merely the start of a programme.
So, naturally, both parties are looking forward and there’s plenty of continuing
development work planned for the remainder of the season.
“We’re looking at developing split throttle body strategies, where we can
divide and control the cylinders. The other thing that we’re concentrating on
now is strategies for engine braking, so there’s plenty to keep us occupied.”
Competing in motorsport at any level means always aiming to find the next
advantage that might allow the team a breakthrough. What is Milwaukee
BMW Motorrad Motorsport’s aim for the rest of the 2016 campaign? “Our
principal aim is to find a good level of consistency,” replies Shanley.
With two rounds under their belt at the time of publication, how would

Shanley rate the team’s graduation to World Superbikes? “It’s been a really
enjoyable challenge,” he enthuses, “and we’re making good progress. I’ve done
World Championship events before, so I know almost all of the tracks, but for
many of the guys it’s a real eye-opener, not just running bikes at tracks they’ve
never seen before, but visiting countries like Thailand too.”

GULF RACES TO A NEW RANGE
Shaun Muir Racing’s partnership with BMW for its graduation to the
World Superbike Championship has a third partner as Gulf has made it
a trio in a move that will herald a new range of road and race oils.
Competition has always been seen by manufacturers of cars, bikes
and their suppliers as a testing ground, a fast-moving environment in
which to develop new products, so this exciting new partnership has
an extra purpose beyond the obvious one of Brookes and Abraham
aiming for the top step of the podium.
Pursuing its long-standing ‘race to road’, ideology, Gulf has just
launched the first of a new superbike range of high-end bike oils: Gulf
Superbike 10W50. This uses the synthetic lubricant technology of the
sort employed on competition machinery and gives a greater longevity
in terms of drain interval that makes it particularly practical for road
use. The new range features the Gulf Milwaukee BMW partnership on
its packaging, leaving customers in no doubt as to its lineage.
Shaun Muir Racing is using other Gulf products, namely Gulf
Competition brake fluid plus Gulf Multiauto lubricants, preparation and
cleaning sprays both in the workshops and at the races.
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of his runs in last year’s European championships
at 242.77mph, still accelerating. This was rounded
down for the record books as you log an average of
your two runs, dropping him to 238.70mph.
Years of tweaking and developing the bike
by the Gulf Oil/GPO Drag Racing Team, and
the best way to stay on top of it as it pulls 3g of
acceleration, have left King ranked among the
top five motorbike drag racers in the world, with
nine European Drag Racing titles, so far... King’s
target this year, now that he’s a member of the
Five Second Club, covering the quarter-mile sprint
in 5.83s in 2015, is to find the few hundredths of
a second that will make him the fastest drag bike
rider of all time.
The Superbike version of the S 1000 RR
entered by Gulf-backed Milwaukee BMW
Motorrad Motorsport for Czech rider Karel
Abraham and Australian Josh Brookes has a
number of key improvements over the road-going
bike from which it is developed. In the engine
department, it has a compression ratio that’s
boosted from 13.0:1 to 14.0:1, and this has resulted
in greater output, albeit up only by seven horse
power. However, it’s more usable power. The

Power:

ST ES T

short blast along a drag strip. To link both bikes to
the real world, however, we have added the regular
performance figure of the standard, road-going but
already amply rapid BMW S 1000 RR on which
the Milwaukee BMW Motorrad Motorsport racer
is based.
Of course, with no need to stick to the format
of a road-going motorbike, Ian King’s Top Fuel
bike is visually very different. It’s longer and much,
much lower, having been shaped specifically for the
purpose of going hell for leather in a straight line
from a standing start. Its performance is all about
the raw acceleration that can only be achieved
by harnessing a colossal amount of horsepower
through the enormously fat rear tyre and keeping
the bike straight and true. When onlookers are
informed that King has to control 1500hp, around
10 times as much as a typical family saloon in a
bike weighing just a fraction as much, they realize
how inordinately brave he has to be. This bike’s
acceleration is so savage that it can outdrag a
Formula One car, the Thrust SSC land speed
record car and even an F14 jet fighter. Just for
reference, although the course is just a quarter of
a mile long, he crossed the finish line on the better

FA ST, FA ST ER , FA

A

lthough some of the very most competitive
racing can sometimes be provided by
some of the least powerful cars and motorbikes,
extreme performance figures are what most
excite motorsport fans all over the world. These
aficionados want the hard facts, the breakdown of
the performance numbers to compare and contrast
the machines in question, whether it’s acceleration
times, top speed or power output. Of course,
lap times around a circuit would settle many an
argument, but that wouldn’t work for the drag bike
as, while it undoubtedly is explosively fast up the
straights, it isn’t set up for anything twisty.
With its broad motorsport portfolio, Gulf Oil
has a foot in two camps at the very top level of
two-wheeled competition, being involved with
both the FIM Superbike World Championship
and Top Fuel drag racing. So, with pace-setting
bikes in these incredibly different categories, we
though that it would be eye-opening to number
crunch and produce the hard figures for a bike
made and finely developed to be the pick of the
pack in superbike racing circles around the world
and also those for a Top Fuel bike made simply
to produce all but instant performance down the

Cubic capacity:

Torque:

193hp at 13,000rpm

0rpm
85.1 ft/lbs at 10,50
ph:

Acceleration, 0-60m

ph:
Acceleration, 0-100m
Maximum speed:
Weight: 		

3.06s
5.13s

188mph
204kg

very nature of Superbike competition is that the
machines remain as close as possible to their roadgoing cousins. To this end, the engines are sealed at
the start of the season, to ensure that they undergo
no further development.
The Superbike racer’s chassis can be developed,
however, to make it that little bit more wieldy
around a circuit and thus that little bit more rapid.
Shaun Muir Racing – the team that runs the
Milwaukee BMW Motorrad Motorsport team
from a base near Guisborough in North Yorkshire
– has concentrated on working on fitting carbon
equipment and bracketry in order to bring the
racers’ weight down. As the team is backed by

999cc

Cubic capacity:

999cc

Power:

200hp at 14,000rpm

Torque:

n/a

Acceleration, 0-60mph:

under 2.9s

Acceleration, 0-100mph:

under 4.5s

Maximum speed:
Weight: 		

over 210mph
162kg

the manufacturer, BMW supplies it with engines,
electronics and engineering support. The German
manufacturer also provides a works technician to
work alongside SMR’s two race engineers, Ian
Lord and Mick Shanley.
One key area in which Superbike racing
machines leave their road-going versions in their
wake is tyres. Fitted with slicks, the riders are
presented with a considerable grip and handling
advantage. SMR reckons that one of its racers
should be able to lap a circuit like Donington Park
roughly six seconds faster than one of the standard
versions. That is where the performance is really
made plain.

Cubic capacity:

Torque:

1585cc supercharged
1500hp at 9000rp

Power:

ST ES T

Think racing motorbikes and you’ll probably think of Moto GP or the World Superbike
series. These are the stamping grounds for seriously fast machines, but they are nothing
when compared to the Gulf Oil drag racing bike ridden by Ian King. With a 0-60mph
acceleration time of 0.7s, it’s mind-blowingly fast, but it isn’t made to go around corners…

G U LF O IL D R A G R
A C IN G B IK E

FA ST, FA ST ER , FA

FASTEST…

MILWAUKEE BMW S 1000 RR SUPERBIKE

FAST, FASTER, FASTEST

FAST, FASTER,

O A D B IK E
B M W S 10 00 R R R

m

848.2 ft/lbs at 90

00rpm

Acceleration, 0-60m

ph:

Acceleration, 0-100m

ph:

Maximum speed:
Weight: 		

0.7s
1.1s

more than 250mph

395kgs

BMW’s backing doesn’t stop at the nuts and
bolts of what it supplies, as shown by the interest
it displayed when it visited Shaun Muir Racing’s
base before the start of the season. BMW were able
to check on progress and were impressed with just
how far on the team was with its development of
the S 1000 RR before packing it off to the
opening round at the spectacular Phillip Island
circuit in Australia.
So, they are three bikes, two similar and one very
different, but all made to pursue different aims.
The hard data tells some of the story, but certainly
not all of it.
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KING OF THE ROAD
Clockwise from left hand page: Ian has become a regular
crowd pleaser at the Goodwood Festival of Speed. The
team celebrate Ian’s ninth European Championship.
The first Ian King-created bike. 1500BHP and it runs on
regular Gulf road lubricants…

KING

OF THE ROAD
“I hope Gulf
personnel come to
watch me in the most
powerful, loudest,
fastest motorsport
on earth”
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range Disc is delighted to track the rise and
rise of Gulf Oil Drag Racing champion, Ian
King as he is a Gulf partner who most certainly
displays all of Gulf ’s core values of Quality,
Endurance and Passion.
In 2010, this motorcycle drag racer
extraordinaire, began a fruitful relationship with
Gulf, and it’s been a tale of wins, titles and records
ever since. “We have won four FIM European Top
Fuel Bike championships together of the nine that
I have won in total. I only use Gulf lubricants and
service aids, the very same products that you would
use in your road car or motorcycle. Every moving
part on my race bike that requires lubrication
is protected by Gulf products. Frankly, if these
are good enough for the world’s most powerful
motorcycle, they are good enough for any vehicle.”
Three years ago, Ian made history when he
blasted down the quarter-mile course at Tierp
Arena in Sweden from a standing start in just 5.98
seconds. He was riding his Puma, which at 1500
brake horsepower is the most powerful bike in
the world. This took place in the first elimination
round against the Czech rider Otto Knebl who,
incidentally, was also riding a Puma.
For perspective, imagine the thrust of two
Formula 1 cars pushing you forward so that you
reach more than 240 miles an hour in 5.98 seconds
from a standing start. It was the first time a pass
under six seconds had been achieved by a British
rider, and this really was quite an achievement for a
lad who started life with empty pockets.

“When I was 12,” relates King, “I watched guys
collect their girlfriends on noisy and impressive
motorcycles. I very much wanted to do the same.”
Was he hoping that this was the route to getting a
girlfriend? “Perhaps I thought I’d get the girl, but it
just looked so cool.
“I had no money to buy one so I went to the
refuse dump with a friend and found bicycle
and scooter parts, bought a basic stick and car
battery welder from Exchange and Mart and built
a motorcycle and somehow” he intones with a
surprised lilt “it just worked.”
Still at school, he took a weekend job in a
motorcycle shop. “I was serving motorcyclists and
it opened up this new world,” says King. “I became
fixated, but was almost penniless”.
He took up swimming, training every morning
and still got to school for 9am assembly. Having
earned his lifeguard qualifications, he took a job at
a local swimming pool where “I sat on a tall seat
telling people not to bomb, run or kiss!”
Ian would also moonlight as a play scheme
supervisor and a jeweller. Then, by the time he was
15, he had enough money to buy a 750cc Honda.
“I wasn’t legally allowed to ride it and hid it from
my parents,” he laughs. But he got rumbled: “I
fell off it riding to school while showing off to girls
dating older guys. It was far too big for me.”
King had to sell it but, at 16, his family clubbed
together to buy him – reluctantly – a 50cc Suzuki
moped. The trouble was that lots of 16-year-olds
had similar bikes. “I wanted to be different,” he

explains, “so I customised my bikes – perhaps a
different exhaust, paint scheme and wheels”.
King grew bolder and upgraded his bike
through Harris Performance, a manufacturer of
racing motorcycle chassis where Barry Sheene had
also shopped. “I now had a road-legal racing bike
that I could also ride on the race track,” enthuses
King. The bikes that followed sported big-bore kits,
racing camshafts and turbochargers.
By his early 20s, King’s custom bikes were
being featured in the press regularly. To test their
performance, he went to Europe’s first drag strip in
Podington, Bedfordshire. “For a few pounds ,” says
King, “you could (and still can) race friends legally
and safely in a ‘Run What You Brung’ event in
which no experience is needed.”
Occasionally, professional racers would turn
up with their purpose-built, long-wheelbase
motorcycles and big slick rear tyres, running on
Nitromethane (aka ‘Top Fuel’). “This was my first
exposure to proper drag bikes” remembers Ian. “I
told friends that I would race one of those one day,
and they laughed.”
SuperBike Magazine ran an Ultimate Street
Bike competition for road-legal motorcycles.
“There were around 10 events a year. I wasn’t one
of the top runners, but I aspired to be”.
He gradually modified his bikes for racing which
eventually excluded him from the contest, but
instead participated in official drag races.
“The first competition I won was the Irish
Drag Racing championship. It was a proper drag
race series, but I won riding street bikes that were
loaned to me by friends. It proved that it wasn’t
just about the machine, it was about riding skills
too. I moved to the premier class – Top Fuel Bike –
riding bikes twice as powerful as a Formula 1 car.”
IN SEARCH OF FURTHER GLORY – WORLD
SPEED RECORDS BECKON…
Ian was a customer of a company called Puma,
which he later acquired, and developed engines

that most Top Fuel Bike champions now use. In
2016, he and the Gulf Drag Racing team will be
pursuing an incredible 10th European Title.
“I want to continue that winning streak,” says
King. “Gulf is synonymous with racing, so it’s a
good fit. Together, we plan to break a world record
under the auspices of the world governing body for
motorcycle sport, the FIM. You have to run on the
same track in two directions. For that, you need an
airfield, as the braking area must be fit for purpose
in both directions.

world record.”
He will be participating in the FIM European
Drag Race Championships and events including
the popular Goodwood Festival of Speed. “I hope
Gulf personnel come to watch the action in the
most powerful, loudest, fastest motorsport on earth
and I have set aside an allocation of tickets, so
there are no excuses.”
What does it feel like to be the man who makes
the most world’s powerful motorcycle engines?
“I’m just proud I’m in the game,” he says coyly.

King’s usual elapsed times in one direction on a
drag strip are significantly quicker than the current
world record, but the two-direction event has to be
done on an unprepared airfield, that’s to say one
without ‘glue’ on the track. Looking ahead,
King is quietly confident, saying “we certainly
have the power to beat the current 9.06 second
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WEC PREVIEW

MOVING UP
WITH PORSCHE

Gulf has a rich history in sports car racing, notably with
Porsche in the 1970s, so it’s fitting that Porsche has an arm
around Gulf Racing’s shoulders as it steps up to the World
Endurance Championship as an approved customer team.
This brings the team from Milton Keynes much wanted
know-how as Mike Wainwright, Ben Barker and Adam
Carroll go for GTE Am honours.

P

orsche won the GTE Pro title in last year’s FIA World Endurance
Championship, beating the best that Aston Martin and Ferrari could
throw at it. With Porsche also winning the senior title for LMP1 prototypes, it
was an incredible year for the manufacturer from Weissach in only its second
campaign since its return to top-flight sportscar racing.
Porsche has withdrawn from GTE Pro for 2016, though, and is instead
seeking glory in the GTE Am class with cars run by privateer teams. As it steps
up from running a Porsche in the European Le Mans Series, Gulf Racing has
been selected as one of the teams to run a 991 RSR GTE in the WEC in 2016,
along with Abu Dhabi Proton Racing and KCMG, and this is a considerable
accolade for a team that went racing for the first time as recently as 2011.
Then again, that combination of Gulf and Porsche is a heady one, having
been made famous when they swept all before them in the 1970s (see sidebar).
Team manager Matt Beers explains how Gulf Racing was selected: “Porsche
still sees it as a marketing activity at GTE level. Below GTE, in GT3 and the
Porsche Cup classes, it’s a business. That’s why Porsche likes to choose the
teams it works with for GTE, and we’re honoured to be the only one outside
Germany.” Gulf Racing’s victory with its 991 in last year’s opening ELMS
round at Silverstone will surely have helped in this selection, as it was watched
by Porsche’s WEC bosses. Team founder Mike Wainwright and Adam Carroll
remain in the line-up, joined as they step up to the WEC by Ben Barker, back
with the team after a year contesting the Porsche Supercup.
“We already have a direct contact at Porsche,” continues Beers. “Their
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approach is very much that you can always knock on their door. We went to
Weissach before we bought the car as we want to run it in the way that Porsche
wants it to be run. So our engineers and mechanics went out there and got the
appropriate training, including how to respond in the case of the car being
involved in an accident.” Attention to detail is even more important than usual
in times of trouble and being prepared can stop a drama turning into a crisis.
Having the right people is key, especially in a small team and, as Beers
explains “We’re the smallest in the WEC.” However, Beers, who is also Gulf
Racing’s chief engineer, feels that it’s the way that the team has been put
together over the years that enables it to function so efficiently.
Beers worked as an engineer for Ray Mallock Limited, then in touring cars
and the Superleague single-seater formula before joining Gulf Racing in 2011
when it set off into the Intercontinental Le Mans Cup. It was here that he
joined forces with team founders Mike Wainwright and Roald Goethe who
shared an Aston Martin Vantage GT2 with Fabien Giroix. Also involved at
the outset was their friend and fellow motorsport fan Owen Daley, who is now
Gulf Racing’s commercial director.
At the end of 2012, after fielding two McLaren MP4/12Cs in the Blancpain
GT series, team chief David Price headed off to the Deltawing project in the
USA and so Beers added the role of team manager to his engineering duties.
For 2013, Gulf Racing again ran two McLarens in the Blancpain GT series.
Aware that the engineering role was going to increase when the team entered
both an Aston Martin and a Porsche in the ELMS in 2014, former Force India
F1 engineer James Gritt was brought in from Aston Martin and there are
now three full-time mechanics, led by Mikey Brown who has responsibility for
running the workshop. Extra mechanics are employed for the races, with up to
six brought in if the team is running two cars at an event. “These are chosen
from a pool of trusted mechanics that we’ve worked with over the years,”
says Beers. “For 2016, we have only one new guy coming in to Gulf Racing,
but we’ve all worked with him before, showing how we like to keep the core
element. This lets us use as few people as we do, as we know what jobs we have
to do and are multi-disciplined.”
Gulf Racing took over its base in Milton Keynes in 2013 and it’s spotlessly
clean in the way that all top team bases have to be now. Not only are there
the ample facilities for the team’s personnel, its transporter and cars – with a
selection of its Gulf-liveried Lamborghinis, McLarens and Aston Martins from
previous campaigns - but there’s a state-of-the-art simulator and a driver fitness
centre too. Former Aston Martin WEC trainer John Camilleri runs this under
the Position One Motorsport banner, with driver conditioning and trackside
coaching as its remit, not just for Gulf Racing’s trio of drivers but for other
drivers looking to benefit from the squad’s expertise.
Looking forward to the season ahead, the most obvious thing about stepping
up to the WEC is the logistical challenge, as the championship has five of its
nine rounds outside Europe, meaning that the cars and equipment have to be
freighted by air rather than simply loaded into the transporter.
“The first four rounds are on familiar territory,” agrees Beers, “but it will be
more of a challenge when we head off to Mexico. Of course it’s nice that the
opening round is at Silverstone, as the first race is the one where you’re most
likely to think ‘oh, I wish we’d brought that…’ and Silverstone is just up the
road. The rounds at Spa-Francorchamps and the Nurburgring aren’t that far
away either and we’ve prepared for Le Mans before. So, we have a good ramp
into the season before we go to Mexico.”
Asked how tough he reckons the competition will be, Beers says he expects
it to be at a similar level to the ELMS. “It’s racing with the same cars with
the same requirements,” he says. “We’ve been in sportscar racing for years,
all building up to our long-standing aim to compete at Le Mans. We did the
test day last year, but unfortunately remained on the list of reserves. It was
disappointing, but it was good practice for this year.”
Entering the WEC is seen not just as a means of getting to complete at
Le Mans, but a way of expanding the team too. “Support for the WEC is
really booming, globally,” smiles Beers, “and it’s a great basis for having an
independent team that can work commercially.” Perhaps the team will enter
more than one car in 2017 but, for now, it’s all about the lone pale blue and
orange Porsche 991 RSR GTE.

GULF & PORSCHE’S EARLY GLORY
Gulf’s pre-eminence in sportscar racing dates from its involvement with
the works Ford GT40s as the American manufacturer returned to the
Sarthe to try to win the Le Mans 24 Hours for a third year in succession.
After hitting that target in 1968 and then winning again in 1969, the now
iconic pale blue and orange livery was transferred to Porsche for 1970,
with a pair of 917Ks run by JW Automotive Engineering. Although victory
at Le Mans eluded this new partnership, with Pedro Rodriguez the star in
the pack, Porsche’s elegant 917s won race after race in the International
Championship of Makes to lay down an historic partnership on which Gulf
and Porsche intend to build in 2016. Among these victories, no one who
witnessed Rodriguez’s mastery of streaming wet conditions at the BOAC
1000Kms at Brands Hatch in 1970 will forget his genius as he and Leo
Kinnunen triumphed by fully five laps. Porsche took the championship
honours in both 1970 and 1971, then withdrew as the championship’s
technical regulations were changed for 1972 to reduce the maximum
engine capacity from 5000cc to 3000cc.

Gulf Porsche World Championship wins
1970
Daytona (Leo Kinnunen/Pedro Rodriguez/Brian Redman)
Brands Hatch (Leo Kinnunen/Pedro Rodriguez)
Monza (Leo Kinnunen/Pedro Rodriguez)
Targa Florio (Brian Redman/Jo Siffert)
Spa-Francorchamps (Brian Redman/Jo Siffert)
Watkins Glen (Leo Kinnunen/Pedro Rodriguez)
Osterreichring (Brian Redman/Jo Siffert)

1971
Buenos Aires (Derek Bell/Jo Siffert)
Daytona (Jackie Oliver/Pedro Rodriguez)
Monza (Jackie Oliver/Pedro Rodriguez)
Spa-Francorchamps (Jackie Oliver/Pedro Rodriguez)
Osterreichring (Richard Attwood/Pedro Rodriguez)
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